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All the controversy surrounding the image later received an extended post from Grammy award-winning singer Pink. In October
2015, it was announced that a fan-made version of the game would be prepared by SVOY, where he had previously created a
video in support of Pixels of Eternity. In November, it became known that this patch with the addition of new locations and new
features will be available for download for Steam and Games for Windows customers along with the original games. It was also
unveiled at E3 2015 in June during a Microsoft press conference. Pixelized Games Part 2 adds two new maps to the game, The
Elder Scrolls Online and The Escapists. They include new locations and roles that use the same features that the original game
had. The add-on was released only for PC and Mac: it was not available on iOS and Android until August 2016. The first digital
preview of the Pixellated Games expansion was released on August 8, 2015. On October 1, 2015, the second preliminary part of
the game, Pixelerated Games Part 3, was released. It included all new locations (palace complex, black cave, worm-infested
island, mountain, bridge, old military camp, cemetery workers village, etc.) On the official website of the game there was an
opportunity to discuss it. At the same time, players had to decide whether they would create the game themselves or keep the
game on Steam. On December 24, 2015, the "I'm Better than Gamers" contest began, in which players could vote for candidates
for jury members. Game Informer editor-in-chief Matt Grange received 3 votes. Steam gave the game an 8 out of 10 rating,
which means it was included as one of the most anticipated games of 2015 as Stereoscopic. Reviewers praised the game for its
high replay value, which made the gameplay even more complex and varied. They also noted the improved graphics and story
mode. Below are the Metacritic scores for the game in the top 10 gaming ratings:
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